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Notes on Chinese Global 
Investments



What is particular about CGI 

 CGI  is the result of public and private economic interests grounded on

strategic planning decisions. A world view on the insertion of China in the

global economy which helps tot integrate private and public ODI with M&A, 

and Development finance all subjects of specific policy.

 CGI have short term economic objectives and long term growth orientation:  

Looking for:

 increasing returns - outlet for overcapacity

 knowledge flows and technology upgrading

 moving innovation along the industrial chain - the digital silk road and the

EU-China Connectivity Platform

 Trade promotion policy which goes beyond trade, integrating foreign policy

with growth strategy partialy an exercise in transnational industrial policy, 

creating patterns of regional specialization and inter-regional integration with

global impact.



Players, Objectives, Volume 
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SOE &

other public firms

Large, medium
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Private firms
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Volume

2015 ODI 

US$145.67 Billion

M&A US$160 billion

Estimated B&R

SRF US& 40 billion

AIIB US& 100 billion

CDB US&900 

Billion(WB)
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Directions

 ODI evolves from Going Abroad Initiative of the 1990’s into a 
full fledged foreign Policy BAR. It is a composite of dynamics, 
players and sources of finance which creates synergies
:investments, mergers and aquisitions and development
finance.

 It is geographically diferentiated but with sectoral targets. 
Starting with natural resources and commodities moving up  
the industry chain to advanced manufacturing, high speed rail
nuclear, aviation and telecom.

 2010

 61% ODI directed to energy and mining declining to 16% in 2014

 6% of ODI went to technology , media and telecom and 21% in 2014 
(Merger Markets EY)



Belt and Road

 Grand scale policy in the context of a slow growth global 

economy, with dimished trade and investments, at a time of

major technological changes in manufacturing and services. 

 It includes: 65 countries, 4.4 billion people and 40% of the world 

GDP. It combines traditional ODI with New Development Finance

through the creation of the AIIB, NDB, SRF and Financing arm

of Shanghai Cooperation Organization.

 Is a counter tendency to isolationist movements .With demise of

TTP the FTAAP and the Regional Economic Comprehensive

Partnerships will be the main game on the table.



Volume

 MOC Figures place ODI in 2015 as US 145.67 billion and FDI as US 

135.6 billion .Global ODI declined 8% anually from 2011-2014  while

China’s ODI  increased at a compound rate of 16% for the same

period(GIT)- ODI has now surpassed FDI (MOC).

 China’s Foreign exchange reserves  are now estimated atUS 3 trillion-

The big 4 Chinese banks , the key players in ODI hold more than US 1 

trillion in deposits (CIT).

 AIIB  has earmarked US 100 billion, Chinese government has

established US 40 billion for Silk Road ( equity fund) and the CDB US 

900 Billion (WB).

 Belt and Road initiative is now engaging US 230 billion in potential

projects and is intended to reach US 4 trillion in financed projects

making it 31 times larger than the Marshal Plan initiative estimated in 

US 130 billion in 2015 dollar terms (PIE).



World View and Regional Design

 Global Chinese Investments should be viewed as an integrated
strategy, the result of strategic planning and  the coordination between
economic, technology and trade policies.

 In a context of power asymetries, major  isolationist forces and 
economic slump in atlantic economies, Global Chinese Investments
have the potential for enhancing trade, economic growth and  
speeding knowledge flows.

 Investments in infrastructure and information technology will make
Eurasia a new center of economic growth and the ties of China  to the
region are such that some version of the FTAAP and the Regional 
Economic Comprehensive Partnership 2013 will probably take place.

 Success will lead to a series of externalities: new policy spaces, 
revitalized multilateral institutions and practices and may contribute to 
increased security in key areas.



Questions

 The policy faces many challenges and has contradictory
outcomes due to project design, business models and political
conflicts.

 The reformulation of growth zones is geopolitically sensitive. It 
also has a global economic impact. Changes the nature of
global competition, for value added, nature of global production
chains and of the types of interaction between firms, opens and 
closes paths  for technology standards and knowledge flows.

 It calls for rethinking:

 financing growth strategies.

 priorities for participation in global markets

 internal coordination of governing institutions

 the link between financial risk, technology promotion and market



Possibilities

 ODI in infrastructure is a carrier of technology and could be
directly involved in industrial upgradig. It can be a vehicle
to promote industries in new technological frontiers . 

 Calls for reform of Institutions in charge of project
development so that project financing includes a project
design with technological content.

 Linking financing and project design with knowledge
governance.


